Lower prevalence of vitamin D insufficiency in German patients with systemic mast cell activation syndrome compared with the general population.
Introduction The common mastocytosis variant systemic mast cell activation syndrome (MCAS) may underlie at least a subset of patients with irritable bowel syndrome (IBS). A critical role of vitamin D (VD) in the stabilization of mast cells (MCs) with deficiency of VD resulting in MC activation has been demonstrated. If so, supplementation of VD would be a potential therapeutic approach in the treatment of those IBS patients. Methods We investigated in the present study for the first time systematically whether the VD level in 100 MCAS patients differed from that in the German general population (Ggp) and made a first attempt to elucidate potential reasons for possible differences by simultaneously determining the blood levels of heparin and cholesterol. Results In contrast to the Ggp, the VD level was detected in a sufficient range (> 30 ng/mL) in 53 % of the MCAS patients (Ggp 8 %), and only 34 % had values in the range of deficiency (< 20 ng/mL; GgP 75 %). There was no correlation between VD blood level and heparin and cholesterol blood levels. Conclusions The demonstration that in the majority of MCAS patients the VD level is not in a deficient range argues against an essential contribution of VD deficiency to the high prevalence of MCAS in Germany. Our findings do not exclude the possibility of smaller effects of VD level on MC activation in vivo. However, if such effects are present, the effect sizes seem to be too small to become identifiable in the multifactorial process of disease development.